TipNow
a text based anonymous tipline
SMS • MMS • EMAIL • PHOTOS

Have information and want to remain 100% anonymous?
Send an E-mail, Text, SMS, MMS from your cell phone or computer.
Help protect the campus & community.

• hazing
• alcohol or drug activity
• theft
• suspicious person or activity
• depression

“Protecting Our Future”
University Police 805-756-2281

Did you know? You can send a text message from your cell phone to an e-mail address, even if you do NOT have internet access on your cell phone. It’s true!

Just type an e-mail address into the “TO” field of your text message, instead of a phone number.

Your e-mail or text message will come to UPD without a name or number attached to it in order to keep the tip anonymous. UPD may send a message back, requesting more information.